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ABOUT COOKIES ON OUR WEBSITE 

Axess Logistics* (in this document called ”we”) use cookies on our website. By ”cookies” we 
mean all the cookies, pixles and similar tracking technics that give us information about your 
unit and store information on your unit.  

We place cookies on your unit when you visit our website. You can read more about it 
https://www.axesslogistics.se/sv/content/policy-bestammelser.  

What are cookies 

A cookie is a small textfile which the website requests to be saved on your computer. There 
are two types of cookies, temporary and permanent. Temporary cookies (e.g session 
cookies) are stored randomly in your computers memory and being removed when you 
close the browser. Permanent cookies are saved for a longer time according to information 
below. We use only ”http cookies” and not the more technical advanced cookies. 

If you want more information about cookies and the legislation on regulations for cookies, 
please go to the website of the Swedish authorities named ”Post- och 
telestyrelsens”: http://www.pts.se/. 

Cookies on our website – purpose and use  

Here we describe what kind of cookies we use, for what purpose they are used, what 
information are being collected and if they are stored permanently or temporary. If you 
want to influence on how we use cookies you can controll it on your browser – please read 
”Avoid cookies” below. 

Analyzing and developing the website and its functionallity  

We use temporary and permanent cookies from Google in order to analyze how our website 
are being used and for improvement of the website. By cookies we will receive information 
about e.g your IP-address, how manye visitors the different pages have, how long the 
visitors stay on the website, what parts of the website are being used, what unit are being 
used, what pages the visitors come from and from  which countries you and other visitors 
surf from. 

The cookies we use for these purposes are not strictly necessary for the website to work and 
that is why your consent for the use of cookies are necessary, when visiting the website. 

Googles temporary cookies are called ”pagead/1p-conversion/#”, ”pagead/1p-user-list/#” 
and “collect”. These cookies are erased when you close your browser.  Googles permanent 
cookies are called  ”analytics, _gid,” ”analytics, _ga”, ”_dc_gtm_UA-#”, ”_gat”, ”test_cookie” 
and ”gps”. Theses cookies are stored less than a day after your visit. Google also have a 
permantent cookie called ”SC_ANALYTICS_GLOBAL _COOKIE” and they are stored for six 
months after yur visit. 

Google will also use information collected for their own purposes. Information on how 
Google use cookies och and how you can avoid them you can read about on Googles own 
page her: 

https://www.axesslogistics.se/sv/content/policy-bestammelser
http://www.pts.se/
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 https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-usage.  

How we handle your personal data such as IP adress is described here: 
https://www.axesslogistics.se/sv/content/policy-bestammelser.  

Functunality of the website and remebering your choices 

We use temporary cookies and session cookies for the functunality of the website and in 
order to remember your choices. The cookies described below will be put on your browser 
when you use our website. Those cookies are necessary to provide a service you expressly 
have asked for, meaning the cookies are needed for the websites functunality and 
remembering your choices. By these reasons your consent is not needed for having cookies 
on your browser.  

In order to keep track on your session a random cookie is placed on your browser in order to 
create a random ID for your session. This cookie is called ASP.NET_SessionId being a 
temporary cookie which erase when you close your browser. 

In order to know if you have accepted the cookies demanding your consent, we use a 
permanent cookie called PT.AllowCookies on your unit for six months. This cookie is 
necessary for the functionality of the website and does not require your consetnt for the use 
of the cookie.   

Avoid cookies 

You can block certain types of cookies by setting your browser to automatically refuse the 
storage of cookies or being informed each time a website demand to store a cookie. Through 
the browser you can also study what cookies have been stored and delete these. Please look 
at your browsers assistant page for further information. 

Without the so called necessary cookies mentioned above you are not able to use all parts of 
our website. Other cookies you may block out but if you choose not to allow cookies it may 
have the consequense that the website do not function at it’s best. Another consequense if 
you avoid cookies is that we get less information to follw up the use of the website and less 
knowledge for improving it. 

If you block non-necessary cookies you will receive question about consent for these when 
you visit the website next time. 

Questions? 

Please contact us on the phone +46 35 17 62 00 or via email gdpr@axesslogistics.se if you 
have any questions. If you want further information on cookies, handling of cookies or want 
to place a compalint on our cookie handling you should contact the authorities. In Sweden 
(our head office is in Sweden) this is Post- och telestyrelsen (http://www.pts.se/). 
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*By Axess Logistics we mean alle the companies included in the group and the are listed 
below. You can reach the companies via email to gdpr@axesslogistics.com or to our 
headoffice at phone +46 35 17 62 00: 

Company Country ID 

Axess Logistics AB  Sweden  556430-0720  

Axess Logistics Sweden AB  Sweden  556548-9696  

Svensk Autotransport AB  Sweden  556174-5190  

Axess Logistics A/S,  Denmark  30515331  

Axess Logistics AS  Norway  917722773  

Autologistikk AS  Norway  994819348  

Nordic Car Logistics AB  Sweden  559036-9269  
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